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PART of the folk-lore of differential topology is that two submanifolds of a manifold are 
transverse if and only if their intersection is topologically stable with respect o perturbations 
of the submanifolds. What are necessary and sufficient conditions on stratified subsets of a 
manifold for the same result to hold when we replace one or both of the submanifolds by a 
stratilied set? Understanding this would be a useful step towards identifying a canonical 
stratification 1 of jet space such that a map f is topologically stable if and only if its jet 
extension is (multi-) transverse to Z. Recall that Thorn developed the theory of stratified sets 
with this stratification of jet space at least partially in mind ([23], [24]). 
In this paper we begin by showing that a necessary condition is (t)-regularity: that 
transversals to a given stratum be transverse to neighbouring strata. We have previously 
shown in [25] that this is equivalent o Whitney (a)-regularity for subanalytic strata, although 
one must take care to specify the dimension of the transversals (see $5 of this paper) and their 
differentiability class-C’. We show further that (t) is suficient to ensure that transversal 
intersections at a given point are homeomorphic in Theorem 4.8: this again requires that the 
transversals be of class C1 as we show by a real algebraic example (4.11). Thus in general it is 
vital to specify both the class of differentiability C’ (1 I k I cc, w) of the transversals and 
their dimension s, and we shall do so throughout this paper. 
We define in 9 1 below two conditions (h,k) and (ti), notation for having Ck transversals of 
dimension s which are respectively homeomorphic and transverse, and we study the relations 
between these conditions for different k and s. Theorem 2.1, announced in 1978 [27], says that 
(h,k) implies (ti 1; TheorEm 4.8 says that (t: ) implies (hf ) but examples how that (tt) does not 
imply (h,k) if k 2 2, nor does (rr) imply (t,k-‘), nor (/I:) imply (h,k-‘). In $5 we show that (tf) 
and Vi+ 1 1 are equivalent except when s = cod Y and make precise when (rf ) and Whitney (a) 
are equivalent. Parts of $93 and 4 were announced in 1981 at La Rabida [28] and 
Arcata [29]. 
Related results, characterising V-sufficiency of jets in terms of (h&)- and (tzodr)- 
regularity of the nonsingular part of a certain algebraic variety b.over Y = Sing C, discovered 
by Kuo and Lu in 1979 [13] and extended by Koike [9] and Brodersen [ 11, were influenced 
by. and have influenced, the work presented in this paper. 
Q 1. DEFINITIONS 
Let X, Y be disjoint C’ submanifolds of iW”and let 0 E Y A 2. The pair (X. Y) is said to have 
transt’erse Ck transtersals of’dimension sat 0 (1 I k I cc, cod Y’ I s I n - 1) if (t f ) for every C” 
submanifold S of dimension s transverse to l.at 0 there is some neighbourhood of 0 in which S 
is transverse to X. 
We say (X. 1.) has homeomorphic Ck transcersals of dimension s at 0 if (hi) given Ck 
submanifolds S,. Sz of dimension s transverse to Yat 0. the germs at 0 of S, n X and Sz n X 
are homeomorphic. 
When the nur,lber of topological types S A X is finite as S varies, we say (X, 1’) verifies 
(fin:). and when this number is countable we write (co:). 
We sometimes refer to (r’). (11”). (t). (h). etc.. where (t’) means that (tf ) holds fur all s. while 
(f 1 means that (r’ ) holds [so that (r”) holds for all k]. etc. 
2.5 
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History. Thorn first introduced (t)-regularity in 1964 in his Bombay paper [23]. I was 
made aware of (h)-regularity by Kuo’s 1978 article [12] where he considered (h&,). The 
importance of (fink) was made evident by the example of Koike and Kucharz [lo]; the 
condition was first explicitly used by Kuo and Lu [13]. 
All of the conditions above are consequences ofWhitney (a)-regularity: that (a) implies (tr ) 
is obvious, while Theorem 3.5 below states that (a) implies (h,‘), and hence (ht), (fin:) and 
(co:). Without the hypothesis of subanalyticity on X, all of these conditions are strictly 
weaker than (a)-regularity as is shown by the examples in [26] and [S]. The reader may 
wonder why one need study such weak conditions when stratifications can usually be refined 
so as to be @)-regular or (w)-regular with many useful properties. One reason was mentioned 
in the introduction: we know that the canonical (b)-regular stratification of jet space 
constructed in [lS] is too fine to characterise topological stability by calculations of Bruce, 
Giblin and Greuel of cases where (b)-regularity fails but topological stability holds (see the 
survey of Damon [4]). In every case studied so far (a)-regularity holds and the results of this 
paper lend support to the hope (?) that the canonical stratification for topological stability be 
@)-regular. 7
Another reason for studying these conditions may be found in Theorem C of Kuo-Lu 
[13], and in the subsequent papers by Koike [9] and Brodersen [l] where one finds theorems 
relating QI~,~~)-, (t:dy)- and (fin:,, )-regularity of a certain variety with the topological 
sufficiency of jets of maps from R” to Rp. Note that the case of interest in these applications is 
of an algebraic variety with just two strata, which is the situation where our results are 
complete. However most of our results apply to the case of many incident strata, the exception 
being the proof that (rf ) implies (ht ) (Theorem 4.8) where further work remains to be done. 
52. TOPOLOGICAL STABILITY IMPLIES TRANSVERSALITY 
We show in this section that (hf) implies (ti); the proof fork 2 2 uses the Ck Morse lemma. 
due to Kuiper when k = 2. This theorem dates from 1978 and was announced at Dijon in June 
of that year [27]. The possibility of using Damon’s Perturbation Lemma was pointed out to 
me by C. T. C. Wall. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X, Ybe disjoint Ck submanifolds of W’, and let 0 E Y n 2, with 1 S k 5 cc. 
Then 
k=l 
(ht) implies (ti) if‘ or 
k > 1 and s > n -dim X. 
Proof Suppose X is not (tf)-regular over Yat 0. Then there is some CL submanifold S of 
dimension s transverse to Y at 0, and an infinite sequence of points xi in X, tending to 0, such 
that S and X are not transverse at xi, for all i. We are working locally at 0, so we can suppose 
that S is the image of a Ck embedding 
i,: (R”, 0) + (S, 0) c (R”, 0). 
Choose a sequence of pairwise disjoint balls Bi of radius ri and centre xi, which are 
contained in coordinate charts for X, such that ii I (S n Bi) = Di is an open subset of RS, and 
diffeomorphic to R”. Let si = ii 1 (xi). 
We shall show the existence of a C’ embedding g: (R”, 0) + ( W”, 0) such that, 
(I) 9 = i, off fi Di, 
i=l 
(II) for all i, g( W’) n X n Bi is not homeomorphic to a manifold of dimension 
(s + dim X - n), and is nonempty. 
t Example 5.7, however, seems to provide negative vidence. 
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From (1) it follows that i,and g have the same k-jet at U, so that in particular g (W) = S’ is 
transverse to Y at 0. 
Existence of g when k = 1. Finding such a g is particularly simple when k = 1. 
Fix i, and let 4i be a C’ diffeomorphism of Bi, fixing xi, so that di (X n Bi) is affine. By an 
arbitrarily small Cl-perturbation of i, near si we can change is/,, to a C1 embedding i~(_Di, si) 
+ (.JSi, xi), such that there are open neighbourhoods Ni and Li of si in R” with Ni c Nj c L; 
c Li t Di, and giIo,_L, = lsID,_-L,, and (4i gi)lN, = d(~i c is)(si)lN,. We have pushed 4i(S) 
onto its tangent space near xi. 
Near xi we now have two affine subspaces 4i(X n Bi) and (@i ’ gi) (Ni) which intersect at 
xi, but are not transverse at xi, and hence intersect in an affine subspace of dimension greater 
than d = max ( - 1, s + dim X - n). Thus dim [4i(X n B,) n (4i gi) (Di)] is greater than d, 
and hence’ 
(*) dim [X n gi(Di)] > d. 
In particular X n gi(Di) is nonempty. 
Now define g : (R", 0) + (R", 0) by setting g 1 D = gi for all i, and g equal to i, elsewhere. For 
g to be a C’ embedding it suffices to choose gi ‘such that lj ’ (i,)(s) -j ‘(g,)(s)1 < ri/2’ for all 
s E Di, for all i. 
Then (I) is satisfied by construction. and (*) gives (II). 
Existence oj’g when k > 1, and s > (n-dim X). Fix i. *We shall change i,l,, to a CL 
embedding gi: (Di, si) + (Bi, xi) by an arbitrarily small Ck-perturbation_(less than rig’, say) 
near s,, so that there are open neighbourhoods Ni and Li of si in R” with Ni c Li, and Li c Di 
such that gi ID _-L, = iSI,,_,,, and such that g;’ (X) n Ni is homeomorphic to a cone in R”, of 
the form ’ 
s+dimX-n+l 
1 ~~:f = 0, where 
Ej= t-1, 
j= 1 not all of same sign 
hence g; ' (X) n Ni is not homeomorphic to a topological manifold of dimension (s + dim 
X -n), and is nonempty. 
The existence of such a gi follows from the Perturbation Lemma of May (Lemma 1A of his 
thesis [ 173; Damon has given a detailed proof of a more precise perturbation in Lemma 3.1 of 
[3]) applied to the Ck-embedding i, at 0, using the hypothesis s > n-dim X. The 
Perturbation Lemma is stated for C” maps and uses the C” Morse Lemma, however the 
proof works for CL-maps (k 2 2), using the C2 Morse Lemma due to Kuiper ([ 113; Ostrowski 
[20] and Takens [22] provide different proofs). Note that the classical proof of the Morse 
Lemma is only valid for C3 functions (see [7], Chapter 6, 0 1). 
(1) and (II) now follow for the Ck embedding defined in terms of i,and { gi}, as in the case 
of k = 1. This completes our proof of the existence of g. 
LEMMA. There is some Ck submanifold S” ofdimension s, with 0 E S”, transverse to Yat 0 and 
transverse to X near 0. 
Proof. Let 6s = {fG CL (S, W”): f(0) = 0) 6 s is weakly closed in the C’ topology, and thus, 
by [7. Chapter 2, Theorem 4.43 or [18], Esis a Baire space in the strong C’ topology. Now we 
apply the standard procedure of covering X by countably many coordinate discs {K,}, and 
proving that [f~ bs:f 6 X on K, ) is open and dense in ds in the strong Ck topology, for each 
2, to deduce that [f~ &,:f rt\ X ) is dense in ES. 
Choose a weak CL neighbourhood **6,p(is) of the (C’) mapping i, which embeds S 
in R”. where 6 is a positive real number. V is a neighbourhood of 0 in S, with compact 
closure F and if f~ 1 -‘d,i.(iS). fl ,. is a Ck embedding transverse to Y at 0 (Lemma 1.3 in 
Chapter 2 of Hirsch [7] gives 6, V for such a C’ neighbourhood, and the same 6, V 
provide an adequate CA neighbourhood). Then the strong Ck neighbourhood V6,s(is) 
has $ -I = y ‘d,S(is) n (f~&,:f rt\ Xi as a strongly Ck dense subset. For any f in Vx, s” 
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=f(Q satisfies the Vs,s (is) requirements of the Lemma. [Recall Y,.p(iJ 
= {fEC’(S, W): Ijkf(z)-jki,(z)( < 6, tlze Bj.] 
Let S” be given by the Lemma. Then S” n X is either empty in some neighbourhood of 0, 
or is a topological manifold of dimension (s + dim X - n). Let S’ be given as the image of the 
embedding  constructed above. Then the germs at 0 of S’ n X and S” n X are of distinct 
topological types, by (II), and so (hi) is not satisfied, thus proving Theorem 2.1. 
Remark. The restriction on s for k > 1 in the statement of Theorem 2.1 is necessary, 
essentially because it is impossible to push a parabola onto a line tangent o it at its vertex by a 
perturbation near the vertex which is arbitrarily small in the C2-topology. It is of course 
possible to find such C’perturbations, as in the proof above. 
$3. A SMOOTHING THEOREM 
We shall adapt the standard proof (cf. Munkres [19]) of the approximation of a C’ 
submanifold by a C” submanifold, so as to transform by a C’ diffeomorphism a pair of 
adjacent C’ strata X, Y and a pair of C’ transversals to Y at a point into a C” stratum X, 
linear space Y and a pair of linear transversals. More general smoothing statements for C’ 
stratified sets and finite collections of C’ transversals in general position may easily be proved 
in the same manner. For our applications it would in fact be enough to make X of class C2, for 
then the projection onto X of a C” vector field is Lipschitz, and hence integrable (cf. the proof 
of Theorem 4.8). 
Definition 3.1. A pair of C’ submanifolds S,, S2 in R” of the same dimension s, containing 
a point p E R”, are said to be in general position at p if either S, and S2 are transverse at p (when 
2s 2 n), or T,S, nT,S, = p (when 2s G n). 
SM~IOOTHING THEOREM 3.2. Let X, Y be disjoint C’ submanifolds of R” with OE Y n (x 
-X). Let S,, S2 be C’ submani$olds of 54” containing 0, so thatfor i = 1,2, Si is transverse to Y 
at 0 and transverse to X near 0. Suppose that S1 and S, are in general position. Then there exists 
a C’ difleomorphism 4: (U, 0) + (U’, 0), where U, II’ are neighbourhoods of 0 in W, satisfying 
(1) +(U nSi) = U’ nT,Si (i = 1, 2), 
(2) +(U n Y) = U’ nT,Y, 
(3) d4(0) = I, (the identity matrix), 
(4) +[X - (S, n S, n X)] is a C” submanifold of W, 
(5) if we further suppose that X is transuerse to S, n S, we can make 4(X) a C” 
submanifold. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let M be an unbounded C’ submani$old of‘ Rk, and let i: M --* IWk be the 
inclusion. Then, given a tubular neighbourhood T of’ M, there are 
(i) a C’ embedding h : M + Rk approximating i arbitrarily closely in the strong C’ topology, 
such that h(M) c T is a C” submanifold, 
(ii) a continuous map defined near i in C’(M, R’), 
[C’(M, IF!‘), i] + [Diff’ ( Rk), Id] 
such that $+, = Id outside T, and &,lhl = h. 
(iii) Moreover, $J~ may be assumed to move points in thefibre of the tube T over m in the 
direction a. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. The existence of h is a consequence of Theorem 4.8 of Munkres’ 
book [ 191, giving (i). Part (ii) is due to Cerf [2]; a quick proof is given by Lima [ 143. A glance 
at Lima’s proof shows (iii). 
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Proofof the Smoothing Theorem 3.2. Linearise Y by a C’ diffeomorphism tangent o the 
identity at 0. Then linearise S, and S, by another C’ diffeomorphism tangent o the identity at 
0 and fixing Y: this uses the transversality of Ywith S, and S, and the hypothesis of general 
position on S, and S2 (see for example p. 85 of Golubitsky-Guillemin [S]). If X n S, and 
X n S2 are both empty we can apply the lemma with M = X and k = n and we are done. 
Otherwise we seek a C’ diffeomorphism, tangent o the identity at 0, preserving S, and S1, 
rendering X -(S, n S, A X) C”, and fixing Y! 
By (iii) in the Lemma 3.3, it will suffice to find an h : X + R” which moves points near S, 
parallel to S, (in particular points in S, stay in S,, and points not in S, stay out). But this is 
possible:,looking at the proof of Lemma 4.7 of Munkres’ book [19] we see that h is 
constructed locally by choosing an m-plane Pm such that the projection IL, of M onto I’“’ is an 
embedding (m = dim M) and then smoothing the coordinates of M in the direction 
orthogonal to Pm; the coordinates along Pm are preserved. Thus we have merely to ensure 
that, near any point x of (X n S,) -(X n S, n S,), projection of X onto some plane 
transversely orthogonal to S, defines an embedding. Precisely because X is transverse to S, 
we can choose this plane to be T,(S, n X) @P where P is the orthogonal complement to TJ, 
in R”. The global construction goes through, so long as the coordinate charts of X 
intersecting S, are taken with centres on S, n X. 
Now do the same for S,. 
Thus we obtain a C’ embedding h: X + R” approximating the inclusion embedding 
arbitrarily closely, sending X n S, into S,, X n S, into Sz, and fixing (X n S, n S,), this last 
by allowing Ij’h(x) -j’i(X)l tend to zero as x approaches S, n S,. By (ii) and (iii) of the 
Lemma 3.3 applied to X -(X n S, n S,) we find a C’ diffeomorphism 4 as required; (2) 
and (3) of the theorem follow by letting & tend to the identity in the C’ topology as we 
approach Y 
A similar argument will give (5), which we do not use in this paper. 
THEOREM 3.4. (Many strata version of the smoothing theorem 3.2.) Let X be replaced by 
aJinite set of disjoint C’ submanifolds X, , . . . , X, where 
yc iLjl xi - tj Xi, 
i=l 
Xi n u xj =@Qi. 
j-z1 
Then the same conclusion holds, i.e. we can choose a C’ dlxeomorphism $J verifying (l), (2), (3) 
and smoothing X,, . . . , X, ofl (S, n S,). 
Proof. We can suppose dim Xi < dim X, < . . . -c dim X,. Use upwards induction 
on dim Xi, applying the 2 strata version of the Theorem 3.2 to each Xj in turn and letting 
j’ [ (&)j - Id] tend to zero as we approach the frontier of Xj. Then we obtain 4j which fixes 
x,,.... Xj_ , and makes Xj C” off S, n S,, so that #I = #J, od,- 1 0 . . .04, also fixesYand 
makes each Xj(l < j < r) C” off (S, n S,). 
Next we indicate the use of such a smoothing theorem by improving Theorem 1 of Kuo’s 
1978 paper [ 123 which stated that if X, Yare C” submanifolds uch that Y = _% -X, and X is 
Whitney (a)-regular over Yat y, then X is (h zd ,)-regular over Y at y. We both weaken the 
hypothesis, by supposing X and Y merely Cl, and strengthen the conclusion, by obtaining 
(& v). 
THEOREM 3.5. Zf X, Yare C’ submanifolds of R” such that Y = x -X, and X is (a)-regular 
over Yat 0 E 1: then (X, Y) has homeomorphir C’ transversals of dimension the codimension ofY 
at 0. 
Proof: Let S, and S, be two C’ submanifolds transverse to Yat 0 and each of dimension 
the codimension of Y If S, and S, are in general position (Definition 3.1) we can apply the 
Smoothing Theorem 3.2 to make X, Y S, and S,, C’, and then quote the theorem of Kuo 
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[12], Theorem 1 to show that the germs at 0 of S, n X and Sz n X are homeomorphic. If S, 
and Sz are not in general position we may choose another C’ transversal S,, of the same 
dimension, which is in general position with respect o each of S, and S,, and the theorem 
follows by transitivity. 
Addendum 3.6. Essentially the same proof may be used to show that (a) implies (hf) for 
codY<s<n. 
Note that we shall obtain a second proof of Theorem 3.5 by proving that (tf ) implies (hf ) 
in Theorem 5.1, since it is immediate that (a) implies (tf ) for all s. 
$4. TRANSVERSALITY IMPLIES TOPOLOGICAL STABILITY 
“ la maxime philosophique gt%rafe selon 
laquelle route instabilir$ topologique est 
due b un manque de rransoersalirk” 
R. Thorn [24, p. 2841 
In this section we shall prove the deepest result of the paper, namely Theorem 4.8, that 
(t,‘) implies (h,‘). We shall begin by stating an easy consequence of the C’ Whitney extension 
theorem, our Interpolation Lemma, which is the key to the proof of Theorem 4.8. It will also 
allow us to prove several results in 6 5. The Interpolation Lemma is the natural way to deduce 
consequences of (tf )-regularity by reductio ad absurdum. 
Before proving Theorem 4.8 we shall state and prove what amounts to a special case, 
Theorem 4.6, concerning vector fields in R2. The proof serves as a model for the proof of 4.8, 
and the statement may be of independent interest: specialists of dynamical systems in the 
plane seem to have been unaware of it. 
INTERPOLATION LEMMA 4.1. Let {(pi, Qi) 1 b e a sequence of distinct points in [w” x G; 
(1 < d < n - 1) SU~I that (pi, Qi) tends to (0, Q), Op,/ /Op,II tends to 2, and 1 E Q. Then there is Q 
C’ submani$oid S of dimension d containing 0 such that T,,S = Q and in any neighbourhood of 0 
. in S there are infinitely many pi in S such that T,S = Qi. 
Proof Choose a subsequence (pi,}?= 1 of {pi ) z 1 such that pi, . pi,/ lIpi, . pi, II tends to ,i as 
k, m + 00, k > m. The C’ Whitney extension theorem now provides a C’ submanifold S 
containing { pi, > p= 1 and verifying Tpi,S = Qi, for all k, and T,,S = Q. This proves Lemma 4.1. 
Note 4.2. In general there will be no C? submanifold S verifying the conclusion of the 
lemma. However as in Lemma 1 of Brodersen [l] if l(Op,/(IOp,)I) -11 = U( IIOpiIIr-‘) and 
IQi -Q) = o ( II Op, II’- ’ ) then there exists a C’ submanifold S containing infinitely many pi 
such that Tp,S = Qi (using the c’ Whitney extension theorem). 
Dejnition 4.3. Let v be a vector field defined on a neighbourhood of a point p in R2. We 
will say v is turning around p if there is no C’ submanifold of dimension one passing through p 
and tangent o v on an infinite sequence of points tending to p. 
In other words, for each C’ submanifold S of dimension one passing through p there is a 
neighbourhood U of p such that if q E II n Sand q # p then v(q) #T,S, in particular u(q) # 0. 
The terminology will be justified by Theorem 4.6. 
LEMMA 4.4. A vector field v defYned on R2 is turning around p if and only if there is a 
neighbourhood W of p, and a constant 6 > 0 such that for all q E W, q + p, the angle $(q) 
between v(q) and qp verifies 6 < u(q) < x--o. 
Proof. Suppose v is turning around p, and that there is a sequence qi of points tending to p 
with @(qr) tending to 0. Then there is a subsequence qi, such that (qi,p/ llqig II ) tends to a limit 1, 
and then v(q,,) also tends to A, since II/ tends to 0 as k tends to co. Now apply the 
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Interpolation Lemma 4.1 to construct a one-dimensional C’ submanifold which will 
contradict he hypothesis that u turns around p. The case when tj (qi) tends to K as i tends to 00 
is similar. 
For the converse, let S be a C’ submanifold passing through p and tangent to u on an 
infinite sequence qi tending to p. We deduce that II/ (qi) tends either to 0 or to rr because S is of 
class C’. This proves Lemma 4.4. 
Notation. Let R,, for 8 E [0,27r), denote the ray or halfline emanating from 0 in R2 and 
subtending an angle 0 with the positive x-axis measured in an anti-clockwise direction (as in 
polar coordinates). 
Definition 4.5. Let v be a vector field defined on a neighbourhood U of 0 in Iw’. A point q 
in R2, q # 0, where v(q) has a clockwise direction, will be called a clockwise point for u. 
Similarly we define anti-clockwise points for v. A point q where 0 # v(q)/ Ilv(q) 11 = Oq/ 1104 II 
will be called centrifugal and a point q where 0 # v(q)/ Ilu(q = qO/ l(qO I( will be called 
centripetal. All points belong to one of the five classes: clockwise, anti-clockwise, centrifugal, 
centripetal and stationary [when v(q) = 01. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let v be a vector,field defined on a neighbourhood V of0 in R2, and turning 
around 0, and let there be a sequence of clockwise (resp. anticlockwise) points of v tending to 0. 
Thenfor each pair of angles (f?,, e,) in [0,2n) x [0,27r) with 8, > 8, (resp. 8, < 0,), there is 
a pair of positive real numbers (.Q, .s2) such that the positivejow of v defines a homeomorphism 
u: R,, n B,, + Rez n B,,. 
where u(q) is defined as the first-strike point on R 02 of the integral curve passing through 
q E Rs, n B,; 
(Here B,, is the closed unit ball with centre 0, radius Q.) 
LEMMA 4.7. If v is a vector$eld defined near 0 in R2 and turning around 0 then there is a 
neighbourhood U of 0 such that either V * consists entirely of clockwise points or U * consists 
entirely of anti-clockwise points. 
Proof Given a sequence qi of stationary points, it may be assumed by taking 
subsequences that Oq,/ l/Oq, 11 tends to a limit I; the Interpolation Lemma 4.1 provides a 
further subsequence, and a C’ submanifold containing it, which contradict the hypothesis 
that v turns around 0. By Lemma 4.4 there are no centrifugal or centripetal points. Thus only 
clockwise or anti-clockwise points exist on some punctured neighbourhood of 0. Vector 
fields being by definition continuous it is impossible for there to be both clockwise and 
anticlockwise points near 0 without there being also stationary points, by connectivity. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 4.7. 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. It will suffice to treat the case where there is a sequence of clockwise 
points and e1 > 0,. By Lemma 4.7 we may assume that if q E U and q # 0 then v(q) is pointing 
in a clockwise direction. 
Let x E R,, . Denote by a(x) the first-strike point on Ro2 of the integral curve leaving x in a 
clockwise direction. We must first prove that a(x) exists for all x in a neighbourhood of 0. 
By Lemma 4.4 there is a neighbourhood U0 of 0, U,, c U, and 6 > 0 such that if q E U, 
and q # 0, then 
6 < ICI(q) < n -6 (*) 
where $(q) denotes the angle between v(q) and q0. 
A simple application of the mean value theorem shows that for each point q E Uc, the 
integral curve of t’ passing through q is contained within the region bounded by the 
equiangular spirals through q whose angles are respectively equal to 6 and (IL -6). 
Choose&, > Oso that,ifx, = R,, n SE1 (O)andX._, (x,)denotes theconnectedarcofthe 
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equisingular spiral passing through x1 and lying in the wedge (8 10, 2 0 2 e2 1, then 
2, _,+ (xi ) c U,. Then it is clear that a is defined on R,, n BE, with values in Ro2 n U,, because 
u has no stationary points in U0 and (*) implies that the integral curves of v stay closer to 0 
than Xn-a(xl). 
L&E 2 = [a(~& Then 01: Rex n BEI + Re2 n BE2 is defined as required, and it remains to 
show that a is a homeomorphism. 
i OJ 
Fig. 1. 
Injecrivity ofa. By (a), a(x) # 0 for all x E R,, n B,l. More precisely (a) implies that la(x) 1 
> Jxdl where x, is the first point of intersection of R,, and the equiangular spiral leaving x 
with angle co. Given x, x’ E R,, n Bcl such that x # x’ we can now suppose that x # 0, x’ # 0. 
Now because uhas no stationary points on U,, no two integral curves meet, and so injectivity 
of a follows. 
Surjectiuity of a. Let y E Ro2 n II,,, and let /I(y) be the last-strike point on R,, of the 
integral curve of u through y. It is enough to show that 1 b(y)1 < sr ; but this follows because 
IYI < s2 = Ia(x with equality if and only if y = a(xi) [when /I(y) = xi], and if lyl c Ed 
then because distinct integral curves do not intersect, Ifi < I/3[a(xJ]I = (x11 = cl. 
This proves surjectivity because a is now defined on p(y) and a [/.I( y) J = y. Note that /I(y) 
# 0 for the same reason that a(x) # 0 in the proof of the injectivity of a. 
Continuity ofa. We need only check continuity of a at 0. This is equivalent o the assertion 
that for every sequence x, on RoI tending to 0, the image sequence a(x,) tends to 0 on R,*. 
Suppose otherwise; then there is a sequence x, on R,, tending to 0 and there is q > 0 such that 
I a( > r~ V n. By (*) and the mean value theorem there exists x’ E R,, such that for all x E R,, 
satisfying 1x1 < lx’1 it holds that la(x)1 < Ix’,+1 where x’ and x;+ are the two ends of the arc 
I;n_6 (x’) of equiangular spiral with angle (n - 6). It suffices to choose x’ such that lx;+ I < q 
to obtain a contradiction: for all n such that lx,1 < Ix’ 1 we have q < Ia (x.)1 < Ix:._~ I < q. 
Continuity of a-‘. From the definition above of 
j?Re,nBE2+R, nB, I 
we see that /I = a - ‘. The arguments above applied to. - u and /I, instead of u and u, show that 
/I is continuous. 
Thus we have proved that a is defined as required and is a homeomorphism, completing 
the proof of Theorem 4.6. 
Now we apply the method of proof of Theorem 4.6 to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let X, Y beC’ submanifoldsof[W”such that Y = _k -X and X is (fi)-regular 
over Yat OExfor some s, cod YI s I (n- 1). Then X is (hj)-regular over Y at 0. 
Proof. Let S, and S, be two C’ transversals to Yat 0, each of dimension s. As in the proof 
that (a) implies (h,' ) (Theorem 3.5) we may suppose that Si and S, are in general position, and 
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using that X is (t,’ )-regular over Yat 0, we may apply the Smoothing Theorem 3.2 after which 
Y S,, S, become linear spaces passing through 0 and X -(X A S, n S,) becomes a C” 
submanifold of R”. 
As in Kuo’s proof that (a) implies (h,“, r) [ 123 we may choose a finite sequence of linear 
spaces of dimension s transverse to Y, S, = s’, S”, . . . , S”- *), Pi = Sz where 
dim [S”’ n S”+ “1 = s - 1 for 1 < i < I - 1. Hence we may reduce to the case when 
dim S, nS, = s- 1 and dim (S, +S,) = s+ 1. A little linear algebra [if Vi, Vz, V3 are 
subspaces of a vector space E verifying VI + Vz = E and V, c V3, then V, + ( V2 n V3) = V3 J 
shows that if X is (tf )-regular over Yat 0, then X n (S, + S,) is (ti )-regular over Y n (S, + S,) 
at 0 in S, + SZ. This shows that we can restrict our attention to S, + Sz, and suppose that 
n=s+l. 
Choose coordinates zO,. . . , z, for R”+ l at 0 such that {zO = 0} contains Y which in turn 
contains the z,-axis, and such that S, = { z0 + z, = 0}, S, = {z,, -z, = 0}, and so S, n SZ 
=(zO=zs=O}. 
Let R denote {z. 2 z s), let R* = R - { 0 i, and let l’denote the closed half-plane (z. 2 0, 
zi= . ..=z._i= O} . Given z E I’ let p(z) denote the vector of length IzI tangent o the circle 
of radius 121 and centre 0, and oriented in the “clockwise” direction as indicated below. 
Fig. 2. 
Rotating Vabout Oz, in R”+ 1 extends p to a vector field on UP+ ’ which we shall also call p. 
LEMMA 4.9. There is a neighbourhood N, of 0 in R”+ ’ such thatfor all x E N, n X n R the 
projection o(x) of p(x) onto T,X is nonzero. 
Notation. Let r: lP+l - (z,-axis} + V - {z,-axis) denote the fibre bundle given by 
rotation about the z,-axis. Each fibre is a euclidean sphere of dimension (s - 1). Let 
F, = r-‘[r(z)] denote the fibre containing z. 
Proof of lemma 4.9. If there is no such neighbourhood there must exist a sequence of 
points { xi} z 1 in X n R tending to 0 such that, by compactness of grassmannians, Ox,/ llOxi II 
tends to a limit E. and T,,X tends to a limit T, and such that for each i, 
Tx,X c ( OXi/lOXiI > OTxi (F,) = Ht. 
By compactness of R” we can assume that {Hi} tend to a hyperplane H in W+ ‘; then 
r c H. Because Oz / IlOz II is orthogonal to T, F,, for all z in W’ - (z,-axis} , it follows that 1, 
and lim T, F,, are orthogonal~ Hence H = ( A ) @lim T,,F,. Also ( ,I ) # { z,-axis} because 
each xi E RI*, and T=F, and the z,-axis are orthogonal for all z not on the z,-axis. It follows that 
Hand the z,-axis are transverse at 0, and hence that Hand Yare transverse at 0. Now apply the 
Interpolation Lemma 4.1 giving a C’ submanifold S, with 0 E S,, T,, S,, = Hi for infinitely 
many i, and T,S, = H. It follows that although S, is transverse to Yat 0, S,, is not transverse 
to X in any neighbourhood of 0, so contradicting the hypothesis of (rj )-regularity of X over Y 
at 0. This proves the Lemma 4.9. 
Let X* = X -(X n S, n S,); recall that X* is a C” submanifold by the Smoothing 
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Theorem 3.2. Because p is a C” vector field, u) x. is also C” and so d is nonzero and integrable 
on N, n X* n R* by Lemma 4.9. We wish to show: 
(1) there is a first-strike map defined near 0 
a: S1 n X -) S, n X 
given by following the trajectories of 0 on X* until they reach SZ, while for each point 
x in S, n S2 n X, a(x) = x; 
(2) a is a homeomorphism. 
The arguments used to prove (1) and (2) are similar to those used in proving Theorem 4.6. 
Begin by proving the analogue of Lemma 4.4: there is a neighbourhood N2 of 0, N, c N,, 
and there exists 6i > 0 such that the angle I(/(x) between b(x) and H, = ( Ox ) @T,F, verifies 
0 < 6, < $(x). Here +(x).E [O,lr/2]. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.4, using (tj)- 
regularity instead of the turning hypothesis, and the Interpolation Lemma 4.1. 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.6 one now deduces that the integral curve leaving a point x 
lies within an open horn-shaped region bounded by curves y with the property that at each 
point z on y the tangent o y at z makes an angle d1 with H,. It follows as in Theorem 4.6 that a 
is defined on some neighbourhood N3 of 0, where N, c N,, and that a is injective. 
Surjectivity, and continuity (of a and a- ‘) follow similarly. Note, however, that here there is a 
less explicit description of the imags of a than in Theorem 4.6; precisely we show that 
aIN, nX nS, is an embedding and that its image is a neighbourhood of 0 in X n S1. This 
suffices to prove that the germs at 0 of X n S, and X n S2 are homeomorphic and hence (tf )- 
regularity implies (hf )-regularity as required. 
Note. By extending CJ to a nonzero C” vector field defined on R - (S, n S,) we can even 
obtain a homeomorphism of germs of triples 
(Sr, S, n X, 0) -+ (S,, S2 n X, 0) 
giving (hi)-regularity, in the notation introduced by Koike [9]. 
COROLLARY 4.10. Let X, Y be C’ submanifolds of R”, such that Y = x - X and let s be an 
integer, cod Y< s < (n - 1). Then X is (tj)-regular over Yat a point y ifand only fX is (hf)- 
regular over Yat y. 
Proof. Combine Theorems 2.1 and 4.8. . 
Having shown that (hi) implies (tf) in Theorem 2.1, and that (tf ) implies (hf ) in Theorem 
4.8, one might hope, as we hoped in 1978 [27], to prove that (ti) implies (hr) for k z 2. That 
this is not so is shown by the following real algebraic example. 
EXAMPLE 4.11. A real algebraic (t$)-regular (h:)-fault and (t~)-fault. 
Let V be { (x, y, z)lx3 - 3xzs + yz6 = 0} c R3, let Y be the y-axis and X = Y - Y One may 
check that if pi = (xi, yi, zi) is a sequence of points on X tending to 0 such that lim N, X exists 
i-cc 
but isnot (1 :O:O),then it must beoftheform (a:b:O)with b # O,and bothxf/zS andyf/2z, 
must tend to 1 as i tends taco. It follows that if S is a C’ submanifold containing 0 and 
transverse to Y at 0, and containing infinitely many pi such that TP,X = TPiS, then d (T,,S,T,S) 
2 IIOpi)I1” for sufficiently large i, so that S cannot be of class C2. This proves that X is (ti)- 
regular over Y at 0. 
Now consider the C’ submanifold transverse to Yat 0, 
Obviously So n X contains the arc y = {x2 = z5, y2 = 2z3, y < 0) and one checks that 
TPS = TPX at each pry. Thus X is not (ti)-regular over Y at 0. 
Moreover X is not (h:)-regular over Yat 0: there are two C2 (even P) submanifolds S, 
and S2 transverse to Y at 0 such that the germs at 0 of S, n X and S2 r\ X are non- 
homeomorphic. Let S, be { y = O), and S, be { y + z = 0). Then S, n X has 4 components 
while S, n X has only 2 components in a small enough neighbourhood of 0. In fact the 
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Fig. 3. 
number of topological types among germs at 0 of intersections of X with C2 submanifolds 
transverse to Y at 0 is two. There are an uncountable number of topological types if the 
submanifolds are only required to be of class C’ (see the pictures in [28], [29]). 
Notes 
1. This example is real algebraic; a semialgebraic example with simikr properties was 
discovered by T.-C. Kuo and the author in 1979 (see [28]). Similar semialgebraic examples of 
(t,““)-regular ($)-faults (k 2 1) and (hF)-faults may be easily constructed. Finding real 
algebraic examplesis more difficult but they probably exist. It would be nice to have a general 
theorem for the existence of real algebraic varieties with the same differentiability properties 
as a given semialgebraic set, assuming the topological requirements of Akbulut and King are 
satisfied, as semialgebraic examples are easily patched together. 
2. The example comes from the theory of jet sufficiency. S. Koike and W. Kucharz [lo] 
found that the 6-jet x3 -3xz’ in J6(2, 1) has precisely two topologically distinct Cs 
representatives although having uncountably many topologically distinct C7 representatives. 
That this phenomenon corresponds to Example 4.11 being @:)-regular but not (ti )-regular 
was shown by Kuo and Lu [13] in an astounding collection of results giving criteria for jet 
sufficiency in terms of regularity conditions on a pair of strata constituting the stratification 
by dimension of a certain real algebraic variety obtained by deforming the locus of zeros of a 
given jet. Note that Kuo and Lu consider only (rk cod,)-regularity, and not (t:) for s > cod I: 
They show that (t$du) is equivalent to (fink cody) for the pairs of strata that arise thus. 
We conjecture that this equivalence holds generally for subanalytic strata X, Y such that 
Y = _? -X. For arbitrary C” strata one may have to allow countably many types, giving (co:). 
$5. ADDING AND SUBTRACTING DIMENSIONS 
We now prove that (t,‘) is equivalent o (t,‘, 1) ifs is greater than the codimension of Y, and 
that (&,,.+I) implies (t’ codv), but the converse is not true in general as is shown by the 
semialgebraic example 5.7. For subanalytic X we make more precise our 1976 result that (t’) 
implies Whitney (a)-regularity by showing that (tf ) implies (a) if s is greater than the 
codimension of Yor if Yis of dimension one. This enables us to give sufficient conditions for 
(a), (t,’ ) and (hf ) to be equivalent (Corollary 5.5). All of the proofs of this section depend on 
the Interpolation Lemma, and hence we have no Ck versions, k 2 2. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let X, Y be disjoint submanifolds of R”, with 0 E Y n x, such that X is 
(tf+ 1 )-regular otter Y at Ofor some s, cod Y d s < n - 2. Then X is (t,’ )-regular over Y at 0. 
Proof. Let S be a C’ submanifold of dimension s and transverse to Yat 0, and suppose 
there is a sequence of points xi E X n S such that xi tends to 0, T,,X + T,,S # T,,BB” for all i, and 
lim T,,X = 5. In other words, (rf )-regularity fails at 0. Necessarily T +T$ # ToR”. 
L-l 
There are two cases: (1) there is a vector c E T such that dim ( (2.) @r,J) = dim S + 1, (2) 
there is no such L’ and so T c T,S. 
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Case (1). For sufficiently large i,, there exists for all i 2 i, a vector ui E T’xtX such that 
dim ( (Vi ) @T,,S) = s + 1, and lim vi = u. Let Qi = ( vi ) @rr,S and Q = lim Qi. Because 
i-cc 
xicsS for all i and OES, and because S is a C’ submanifold, it follows that 
lim (OXJ IlOXi 11) ET$ and hence that lim (OXi/ IlOXi 11) E Q. 
Now apply the Interpolation Lemma 4.1 to give a C’ submanifold S, of dimension (s + 1) 
such that for infinitely many i, Xi eS1 and T,.,S, = Qi; thus Tx,X-tTxLS, = TxtX 
+ TxiS # TxiR”. But T,Si = Q and Q is transverse to Yat 0 because S is transverse to Yat 0. 
Thus (t,‘+ &regularity fails in Case (1). 
Case (2). By hypothesis dim (T +T,S) = s I n - 2. Use the Interpolation Lemma 4.1 to 
replace S by a C’ submanifold S’ containing infinitely many xi, such that at each Xi E S’, T,X 
c Tx,S’ and such that T,S = TJ‘, so that S’ is also transverse to Y at 0. Now choose ‘an 
arbitrary line L such that L Q TJ’. Let Qi = L @TxAs’, and Q’ = L @T,S’. Then lim Q: = Q’ , 
and Q’ contains lim (Oxi/IIOxi II). Once again we may apply Interpolation Lemma 4.1 to 
provide a C’ submanifold S” of dimension s + 1 4 n - 1 such that TxzS” = Q; for infinitely 
many i and T,,S” = Q’, which is transverse to Yat 0. It follows that (tf, ,)-regularity fails since 
T,,X c T, S” for infinitely many i. 
This cbmpletes the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
Note 5.2. The same proof is inadequate to show that (tf+ 1 ) implies (tr) if k L 2 because we 
have no control over T,.iX as i tends to 00, and so no control over Di. There are probably 
counterexamples, but we have no proof of their existence as yet. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If Y = x -X and cod Y < s < n - 2, then (hi, ,)-regularity implies (hj )- 
regularity. 
Proof. In view of the equivalence (tj) E (hf ) (Corollary 4.10) when Y = _? -X the result 
follows from Proposition 5.1. 
It turns out that the converse to Proposition 5.1 is not always true. We have to suppose 
s > cod Y to prove that (t,’ ) implies (tf+ 1 ) (Proposition 5.8). Before giving an example (5.7) of 
a (&&regular (& y+l )-fault we shall make more precise the 1976 result that (t’) implies (a) 
when X is semianalytic [25]. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let X, Y be disjoint C’ submanifolds of R” with OE Yn _?, and suppose 
that X is a subanalytic set. Then $X is (tf )-regular over Yat 0, where s > cod Y ifdim Y > 1, or 
s = n - 1 if dim Y = 1, then X is Whitney (a)-regular over Y at 0. 
Proof. Suppose that (a) fails for (X, Y) at 0. By subanalyticity of X we can use the curve 
selection lemma (proved by Hironaka [6]) to show that there is an analytic curve 
a: [O, 1] -+ x u (0) 
where x, E X if t # 0 and x0 = 0, and there exists v l T,,Ysuch that lim T,,X = T $ v (cf. Stasica 




because for each t the tangent space Tx,X contains the tangent o the curve a( [0, 11) which is a 
C’ manifold-with-boundary. 
There are now two separate cases. 
Dim Y = 1. We could use the argument of Trotman [25] to construct an analytic family of 
(n -2)-planes which put together form a semianalytic C’ submanifold transverse to Yat 0 but 
tangent o X at x, for all t. It is simpler, however, and instructive to apply the Interpolation 
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Lemma 4.1. Let { ri} be an infinite sequence of points in [0, l] with lim ri = 0, and write xi 
= x,, on our analytic curve. Define Hi k T,,X @ (T”iX @ (u) )’ for all sufficiently large i such 
that u$T,,X. Define H = r@(~@(u))‘. Then hm Hi = H and lim OX,/)~OX,~~EH by (a). 
Now apply the Interpolation Lemma 4.1 to provide a C’ submanifold S of dimension n - 1 
such that for infinitely many xi, xi E S and TxaS = Hi and so T,S = H and S is transverse to Yat 
0. However, T,,X c Hi for all i, and so S is not transverse to X in any neighbourhood of 0, i.e. 
(t&,)-regularity fails. 
Dim Y > 1. Choose xi = x,~ as before. Let H be an arbitrary hyperplane containing 5 and 
not u. Then H and Y are transverse at 0. Let Q c H be an s-plane containing 1 
= lim Ox,/ 11 Oxi II [use (*)I and transverse to Yat 0. If 2 E T,I: Q exists only ifs z cod Y+ 1; if 
i. #T,Y, we can allow s = cod Y. So if dim Y 2 2 we must in general take s 2 cod Y+ 1. 
Now choose a sequence of hyperplanes Hi E G,“_ 1 containing TxiX, and choose a sequence 
Qi E G,” such that Qi c Hi, lim Qi = Q, and lim Hi = H. Then Qi and T,,X are not transverse. 
By the Interpolation Lemma 4.1 there exists a C’ submanifold S of &mension sand there 
exist infinitely many xi such that xi ES and TxiS = Qi (and T,S = Q). Thus S is not transverse 
to X in any neighbourhood of 0 but is transverse to Yat 0, i.e. (tj)-regularity fails for all s 
2 cod Y+ 1. This proves Theorem 5.4. 
COROLLARY 5.5. With the same hypotheses on X, Yand s, gY = 3 -X, then (a), (tf ) and 
(h,‘) are equivalent regularity conditions on (X, Y) at 0. 
Proof: Apply Theorems 2.1, 4.8 and 5.4. 
Note 5.6. A consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 5.4 is that (hf ) implies (a) when X 
is subanalytic and s > cod Y without supposing Y = x -X. Hence (a)-regularity is a 
necessary condition for the topological stability of intersections by C’ transversals to a 
subanalytic stratified set with arbitrarily many strata. Recall that @)-regularity is a sufficient 
condition (Thorn [24], Mather [16]), but is not necessary. 
EXAMPLE 5.7. A (t,&, ,)-regular (a)-fault. 
Let (x, y, z, w) be coordinates in Iw4 and let Y be the plane {z = w = 0 j. Let X be the 
semialgebraic C’ submanifold which is the union of the two semialgebraic sets 
{ w = 0, 2(x2 + (z -y’)2) 2 y2p, z > O} 
and 
i ( ) 
2 
y4w= x2+(i-J3P)2 -q , 2(x2 + (z -y”)2) I y2p, z < 0 
I 
where p, q are positive integers. This example was first constructed at Oslo in August 1976 
[26] as a @)-regular (r)-fault whenever 2p < q < 3p. Suppose, however, that q > 3p > 6. We 
then obtain an (a)-fault with (a) failing only for sequences in a “horn” (2(x2 + (z -Y”)~) 
< y2pJ tangent to Y; for example (a) fails for sequences on the curve 
{6x2 = y2p, z = yp, 9y4w = y4P). 
It follows that transversals to Yat 0 of complementary dimension (i.e. s = cod Y = 2) do not 
intersect he horn and so do not detect the (a)-fault. Hence (X, Y), is (r:)-regular, although 
not (a)-regular, nor (r:)-regular. 
Similar to Theorem 5.4, but not requiring the use of the curve selection lemma, is the 
proof that (t,’ )-regularity implies (rf+ 1 )-regularity if s 2 cod Y+ 1. Note that Y must have 
dimension at least three for the Proposition below to apply. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let X, Y be disjoint C’ submanifolds of R”, with 0 E Y n x, such that X is 
(t: )-regular ouer Y at 0, where cod Y ( s < n - 2. Then X is (tf,, )-regular over Y at 0. 
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Proof. Suppose that (tf+ ,)-regularity fails at 0, and there is an (s + l)-dimensional C’ 
submanifold S transverse to Y at 0, and a sequence X:E X n S such that xi tends 
to 0 as i tends to co, but T,,X + T,,S # T,.; R” and so lim T,,X + T,S f T, R”. 
i-r, 
Because S is of class C’, i = lim Oxi/llOxiII ES. We seek S, of dimension s, such that 
TOY+T,S, = T, R”, i ET,S, and T,,S, c TxtS for infinitely many xi. Choose Q c T&S, a linear 
subspace of dimension s, such that T,Y+ Q = T,R” (so that s b cod Y) and 2 E Q (so that s 
> cod Y+ 1 if J. ET,Y, as may be the case). Choose H E G,“_ 1 such that H n T,S = Q, and let 
Qi = H nTT,F. Then dim Qi = s for all sufficiently large i, and lim Qi = Q. Now by the 
i-m 
Interpolation Lemma 4.1 there exists a C’ submanifold S, of dimension s with T,S, = Q, 
TxiS, = Qi for infinitely many i, and we deduce that (tj)-regularity fails as required to prove 
the Proposition 5.8. 
COROLLARY 5.9. Let X, Y be C’ submanifolds of R” such that Y = x - X, and such that X is 
(hi)-regular over Y at 0 E x where cod Y < s < n - 2. Then X is (hi+ ,)-regular over Y at 0. 
Proof. Apply Theorems 2.1 and 4.8 and Proposition 5.8. 
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